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Abstract
Label-free Detection of Cancer Cells with Polysilicon Sensor Chips and
Biomolecule-assisted Synthesis of Shape-controlled Nanoparticles
by
Menglu Shi

Adviser: Professor Hiroshi Matsui
Constant effort has been made for the detection of cancer cells. Recently, ovarian and
kidney cancer cell lines have been shown to have higher cellular elasticity as compared to
normal cells assessed by monitoring the degree of deformation under hyposmotic pressure.
This method has been modified and applied to various cases. In cancer cells, the
oncogenic mutant p53 (mtp53) protein is present at high levels and contributes to tumor
growth and metastasis. Herein the influence of mtp53 on the mechanical property of breast
cancer cells was assessed by monitoring the swelling ratio of cells with time using the
impedance measurements. The depletion of mtp53 led to decrease of impedance variation,
which is corresponding to the lower elasticity. All results suggest that electric probing for
the extent of the mtp53 expression of breast cancer cells may serve as a meaningful
fingerprint for the cancer diagnostics, and this outcome will also have an important
clinical implication for the development of mtp53-based targeting for tumor detection and
treatment. Meanwhile, the samples containing a mixture of red blood cells and cancer cells
were examined by impedemetric detection. The results suggest that the cancer cells need
to be enriched before applying impedance measurements to the samples with high
concentration of red blood cells. Thus, dielectrophoresis (DEP) provides as a solution by
taking most red blood cells apart from the cancer cells, which is supported by
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experimental data. The DEP system will be integrated with microfluidic channels for DEP
analysis in future.
Biomolecule-assisted synthesis of shape-controlled nanoparticles is the other part of this
dissertation. One project refers to the PbSe nanocrystal growth with the aid of peptide. Pbbinding TAR-1 peptides (ISLLHST)

were

covalently

conjugated

on

a peptide nanotube substrate and the precursors of PbSe were incubated at room
temperature. This resulted in the growth of highly crystalline PbSe nanocubes on this
biomimetic cylindrical substrate. The growth mechanism to generate nanocubes
occurs via the directed

self-assembly of nanoparticles and

then nanoparticle fusion.

The peptide conformation and the cylindrical peptide nanotube substrate play important
roles in the mesoscopic crystallization of PbSe nanocubes. The conformational change of
the TAR-1 peptide on the nanotubes due to the change in the buffer seems to be
responsible for aggregating intermediate nanoparticles in different directions for the
directed fusion and mesoscopic crystallization of PbSe into the different shapes. The other
project is the directional growth of LiFePO4 nanoribbons using glutathione and PVP as
capping agents. The structure, size and morphology were investigated by XRD, TEM,
AFM, SEM. The HRTEM result suggests that the nanoribbons are growing along [010],
which is highly possible to enhance the rate capability, achieving the better battery
performance.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Detection of Cancer Cells by
Interdigitated Electrodes

1.1 Impedance
Impedance refers to the degree in which a circuit resists to the flow of an alternating
current when a voltage is applied. The real part and the imagninary part of the impedance
are labled as Z' and Z'' seperately. Take the Nyquist plot of a parallel resistor-capacitor
circuit as an example (Figure 1-1). The impedance can be represented as a vector of the
length |Z|, and the angle between the vector and the x-axis is Φ. For a ideal resistor, Φ = 0,
|Z| = Z' = R, Z'' = 0; for a ideal capacitor, Φ = 90°, |Z| = Z'', Z' =0.

Figure 1-1 Nyquist plot with impedance vector and the corresponding equivalent circuit of a
parallel resistor-capacitor circuit.

	
  
1.2 Interdigitated Electrodes
An interdigitated electrode, which is usually applied to impedimetric measurements and
dielectrophoresis, is a device consists of two interlocking sets of conductive micro-sized
comb-shaped fingers, deposited on a substrate (Figure 1-2). It attracts a growing attention
in sensor research area for the following reasons. First, this design allows the
1

measurement of the dielectric properties of a solution, which makes interdigitated
electrodes are more versatile over other transducers.

Second, the low cell constant

(resistance to resistivity ratio) of interdigitated electrodes permit the measurement of the
solution with a very low conductivity, especially enhancing the possibility to detect
biomolecules, such as antibodies(1), bacteria (2), enzymes (3) and so on. Finally, the short
electric penetration depth, resulting from the geometry of interdigitated electrodes, makes
them more sensitive and empowers the monitoring of the changes close to the their surface.

Figure 1-2 Schematic illustration of a typical interdigitated electrode. (4)

In this thesis, polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) electrodes were chosen for the study
of cancer cells since it can be easily fabricated with commercial CMOS technologies and
post-processing steps. Moreover, polysilicon can be easily modified to render surfaces
with various demands. Figure 1-3 presents the cross-section layout of the polysilicon
interdigitated electrode. 218 polysilicon fingers with a 1600µm-lengh, a 3µm-width and a
3µm-spacing deposits on a 1.5µm layer of SiO2 above the silicon substrate. The
passivation coating consists of 0.3µm SiO2 and 0.7µm Si3N4 covers all the other areas
expect the pads and the interdigitated area. A 3nm native oxide layer grows spontaneously
on the polysilicon fingers, which prevents any further erosion.
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Figure 1-3 Schematic illustration of the cross-section of a polysilicon interdigitated electrode.
(5)

1.3 Characterization of the Polysilicon Interdigitated Electrodes
The cell constant κ is defined as the ratio of resistance to resistivity. It can be written as:
κ = Rsol/ρ = ε/Csol ,
where Rsol, ρ, ε and Csol represent the resistance of the solution, the resistivity of the
solution, the permittivity of the solution and the capacitance of the solution respectively.
The value of the cell constant, which depends on the electrode geometry, can be
determined by the method developed by Mertens Robert, Baldi Antoni and their
coworkers (5). Briefly, the slope, while plotting Rsol vs. ρ, represents the cell constant. To
identify the cell constant, first the conductivities (σ) of a series of KCl solution with
various concentrations were measured by a conductivity meter and the corresponding
resistivities (ρ) were calculated (ρ=1/σ). Then, to obtain the corresponding points of
Rsol, for each ρ value, each solution was tested on the electrode connected to the
impedance analyzer under the sweeping frequency mode from 1MHz to 10Hz with a
10mV alternating voltage. This low voltage deters the system from any redox reaction.
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Based on the data collected from the impedance measurements, the Nyquist plot (Z’ vs.
Z’’) and the Bold plot (|Z| vs. frequency and phase angle vs. frequency) could be obtain by
using a software of Zview (Figure 1-4). Next, the impedance data fitting to the equivalent
circuit (Figure 1-5) was processed to obtain the values of Rsol using the protocol described
in Appendix 1. Figure1-5 displays the equivalent circuit of the interdigitated electrodes in
aqueous solution. Rsol and Csol are the resistance and capacitance of the solution
respectively as mentioned above. Rc represents the resistance of the polysilicon fingers.
Csubs stands for the capacitance of the electrodes to the substrate. The resistance of the
silicon substrate and the impedance of the interface between the solution and the
polysilicon are expressed by RSi and Zint. Csol and Rsol dominates the impedance at high
frequency; while at low frequency, Zint does. The values of Rsol for all solutions obtained
from the fittings were then plotted with the resistivity and the slope of the linear line in
Figure 1-6 indicates the cell constant value of this 3×3 electrode is 0.027 cm-1, agreeing
with the value reported by de la Rica Roberto (5).

Figure 1-4 Impedance spectra of the solution deposited on the interdigatated electrode. Left:
Nyquist plot. Right: Bold plots.
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Figure 1-6 Determination of cell constant κ from the ratio of the resistance Rsol to resistivity
ρ. Error bars are calculated from five trials.

1.4 Detection of Cancer Cells
Since the cell constant of the interdigitated electrodes relies on the geometry, thus the
introduce of any insulating particles, such as latex beads, bateria, cells (in certain range of
frequency), can change the distribution of the electric field lines (Figure 1-7) (6), and
therefore vary the cell constant. In the expression of cell constant, as the resistivity is the
intrinsic property of the solution, Rsol is proportianal to the cell constant. Hence, while the
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insulating particles are introduced into the detection system, the increase of the Rsol could
be observed corresponding. The larger the amount or the volume of insulating particles,
the higher the variation of Rsol is.

Figure 1-7 Schematic illustration of the detection system. The deposition of the insulating
particles onto the interdigitated electrodes alters the electric field distribution. (6)

At a specific frequency, Z’ is approximate to Rsol, which makes it possible to monitor the
real-time resistance of the solution at that unique frequency(5). To find the appropriate
frequency, the slopes from the plots of Z’ against ρ of the KCl solutions (i.e., Z’/ρ) with
different concentrations are determined at each frequency repectively and then compared
with the cell constant value (which is equal to Rsol/ρ). At a given frequency, the slope
matches the cell constant, which means Z’ is equal to Rsol. Thus that frequency is chosen
for the fixed-frequency measurements (7). In the case of 3×3 electrodes, Z' is equal to
Rsol at 20 kHz. For the electrodes (3×10) used for dielectrophoresis, 12.6 kHz is applied.
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Chapter 2 Impedimetric Detection of Mutant p53 BiomarkerDriven Metastatic Breast Cancers under Hyposmotic
Pressure
Shi M, Shtraizent N, Polotskaia A, Bargonetti J, Matsui H (2014). PLoS ONE 9(6):e99351
(8)

2.1

Introduction

Constant efforts are being made to improve diagnostics and treatment of breast cancer,
justified by the fact that certain subtypes of breast cancer do not respond to existing
endocrine therapy. In this respect identification of novel biomarkers and their implication
in diagnostics and targeted therapy remains a high priority. TP53 is mutated in 80% of
basal-like breast tumors. Strong association between TP53 mutation status and
aggressiveness of breast cancer is identified (9), and the mutant p53 (mtp53) up-regulates
cholesterol biosynthesis and gives cells a more metastatic phenotype (10). In normal cells,
wild-type p53 is present at low levels due to fast turn over, and its stabilization is triggered
by DNA damage followed by activation of signaling cascades that result in either DNA
repair or apoptosis. The oncogenic mtp53 protein lacks this feature, is always stable, and
facilitates genomic instability (11, 12). Cancer cells express mtp53 proteins with a range of
gain-of-function (GOF) activities, contributing to tumor growth and metastasis (13-16). In
agreement with this hypothesis, mutants of p53 in mice developed a broad spectrum of
tumors as compared to p53 knockout mice (17, 18). Thus discovery of a novel approach
that provides an assessment of metastatic potential of cancer cells in connection with the
p53 activity, will be useful for not only establishing a better cancer prognosis but also
understanding the fundamental mechanism of mtp53 oncogenic action.
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Recently, differences in mechanical and electrical properties between cancer cells
and normal cells were identified by various analytical methods (19, 20). One of the most
robust approach to screening them is to apply hyposmotic pressure and monitor the degree
of cell deformation with impedance change on interdigitated electrodes (i.e., higher
deformation leads to higher impedance signal). Cancer cells swell larger and faster due to
their softer and elastic nature. Recently, ovarian and kidney cancer cell lines could be
assayed with the increase of impedance signal on interdigitated electrodes even when
cancer cells were spiked with the overwhelming number of normal cells in the samples
(20).
In the present study we assessed the contribution of mtp53 in breast cancer cells to
the mechanical property of breast cancer cells. We systematically depleted oncogenic
mtp53 in breast cancer cells, hypothesizing that metastasized cells are more elastic and
deform their cellular shape more dynamically than those cells whose mtp53 has been
knocked down. The swelling event under hyposmotic pressure induced by adding water
was indeed observed in aggressive mtp53-displaying breast cancer cells by fluorescence
microscopy, and larger scale measurements of swelling cancer cells were accomplished by
the impedance detection. The degree of elasticity of breast cancer cells can be correlated
with the expression of mtp53, supporting the hypothesis that more metastatic cancer cells
driven by mtp53 are softer and more deformable in hyposmotic pressure. All results in this
report suggest that the mtp53 plays a pivotal role in increasing the flexibility of breast
cancer cells and thus mtp53 expression coupled with impedance detection may serve as a
meaningful fingerprint for the cancer diagnostics. These results will also have an
important clinical implication for the development of mtp53-based targeting of detection
and treatment.
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2.2
2.2.1

Experimental Section
Cell culture

Cell lines (MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, HCC70 and HCC1806) were purchased from
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and grown in DMEM media, supplemented
with 10 % Fetal Bovine Serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin, at 5% CO2 37°C
humidified incubator.
2.2.2

Generation of inducible mtp53 knockdown cell lines

Constructs with shRNA for mtp53 or without the shRNA were generated and introduced
into the MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 cells by retrovirus mediated gene transfer
methods, as described elsewhere (10). Briefly, STGM vector with miR30 based shRNA
sequence and complimentary sequence to 2120-2139 of p53 (STGM-shp53) and rtTA
plasmid were transfected into Phoenix packaging cells to generate retrovirus for infection
of the target cells. The generated viruses were harvested and cells are co-infected with
virus containing rtTA plasmid and the vectors. After selection with puromycin (STGM
vector) and Hygromycin (rtTA), clonal cell lines were generated by limited dilution
method. Doxocycline was added to induce the expression of the miR30-based shRNA,
which could bind to the complementary fragment to p53 mRNA and initiate Dicermediated degradation of p53 mRNA. The resulting cell lines were named MDA-231.shp53
and MDA-468.shp53 respectively. Three clones are described in this work (MDA231.shp53 1D10 and 2C9, and MDA-468.shp53 2F3). Empty vectors of MDA-MB-231
and MDA-MB-468 clones without p53-compementary oligonucleotide (STGM) but still
containing miR30 based shRNA sequence were also generated. These two cell lines
(MDA-MB-231 vector STGM and MDA-MB-468 vector STGM) and the parental MDAMB-231 were used as negative controls. Cells were incubated with 8µg/ml doxycycline
(dox) for 6 days to knock down mtp53.
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2.2.3

	
  	
  	
  Western Blotting

Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (0.1% SDS, 1% NP-40, 0.5% Deoxycholate, 150 mM
NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 50mM Tris pH8) containing 1mM PMSF, 8.5ug/ml
Aprotinin and 2ug/ml Leupeptin. 50ug of total protein per lane were separated in SDSPAGE and electro-transferred to nitrocellulose membrane. Immunoblotting was done with
p53 antibodies. Antibodies against actin and lamin were used as loading controls.
2.2.4

Monitoring cell swelling using inverted epifluorescence microscopy

Cells were seeded in complete medium on BD poly-D-lysine multiwell plates and
cultured for 1h. Wheat germ agglutinin conjugate (0.5 mg/mL, Invitrogen) was added for
20 min to label plasma membrane of the cells. Subsequently, the medium was replaced by
deionized water to induce the hyposmotic stress. Cells remained attached to the plate
surface during the swelling experiment. The mean increase and the variability of the
diameter was obtained from measuring 40 cells before and after undergoing the
hyposmotic stress. Fluorescence micrographs were taken by a Nikon Eclips TE200
inverted epifluorescence microscope. Increase in volume during swelling was analyzed
using ImageJ software.
2.2.5

Impedimetric measurements for the detection of cell deformation

The single-shell theory suggests that since cells are surrounded by dielectric shells in
low permittivity with conductive electrolyte cores they can be treated as insulated spheres
(21). When an AC field with the frequency less than 1MHz is applied on electrodes, the
deposition of such insulated cells alters the distribution of electric-field lines on
interdigitated electrodes, leading to the impedance change around the electrodes (22).
When the volume of insulating objects becomes larger on electrodes, the deviation of the
electric-field lines increases and then this structural change sensitively influence the
electric environment around the electrode (5), leading to the enhancement of impedance
10

signal. To measure cell deformability using interdigitated electrodes, 218 polysilicon
fingers (1600µm-long, 3µm-wide and a 3µm-spacing with each other) were fabrication as
described elsewhere(5). The electrodes were incubated with polylysine (0.1mg/mL, polyD-lysine hydrobromide) for 30 min, rinsed with deionized water and dried under nitrogen
gas to ensure adhesion of cells on the transducer surface. Cancer cells were seeded on top
of electrode in a 5 µl volume and incubated for 30 min in a humidified chamber.
Following the incubation, the electrode was rinsed three times with deionized water and
real-time impedimetric measurements by the polysilicon transducer were recorded at 20
kHz, 10mV.
For the analysis of deformability using a commercial impedance analyzer, xCELLigence,
a 16-well plate (e-plate 16, ACEA) was incubated with 100µl of poly-L-Lysine for 30min,
rinsed with deionized water and dried cell culture hood under UV light. In a poly-L-Lysine
coated plate in quadruplicate, 2000 cells were plated per well. Following 2 hours of cell
stabilization on plates at 37°C, culture media was replaced with dH2O and the impedance
measurement was recorded every 2 seconds. Impedance values were automatically
converted to Cell Index (CI), relative impedance change at every measurement point. The
xCELLigence system measures impedance at three discrete frequencies, 10 kHz, 25 kHz,
and 50 kHz and it plots averaged impedance CI values among these frequencies.

2.3
2.3.1

Results and Discussion
Knockdown of mtp53
The aim of our work is to probe changes in the mechanoelastic property of breast

cancer cells associated with the expression of mtp53. We hypothesized that high
expression of mtp53 in two types of breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-468 (with mtp53
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R280H) and MDA-MB-231 (with mtp53 R273L)) leads to softening of cell structure and
the hyposmotic pressure induces swelling of these cells in contrast with ones devoid of
mtp53. Thus we expected that the removal of mtp53 would decrease elasticity and revert
cells to a stiffer normal phenotype. To test this hypothesis, we induced depletion of mtp53
in shRNA-mediated knockdown cell lines, MDA-231.shp53 clone 1D10 and 2C9 (Figure
2-1-A, B) and MDA-468.shp53 clone (Figure 2-1-C), and analyzed their mechanoelastic
change before and after the knockdown. The shRNA cancer cells were generated through
miR30-based knock down of mtp53 induced by doxycycline (2). While doxycycline
controls the degree of the expression of mtp53 in shp53 cell lines (Figures 2-1-A - C) it
does not influence the mtp53 expression in parental and vector-STGM cell lines (Figures
2-1-D - F); The engineered MDA-MB-231 vector STGM cells and MDA-MB-468 vector
STGM cells express the same proteins as MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 except
mtp53.shRNA and thus doxycycline cannot knockdown mtp53. Therefore, the parental
MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468 vector STGM and MDA-MB-231 vector STGM cells
served as negative controls. And the cellular mechanical property should also reflect this
metastatic

behavior

change

based

on

our

hypothesis.
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Figure 2-1 Schematic illustration of the response of various breast cancer cell lines to
doxycycline treatment. The degree of the expression of mtp53 in shp53 cell lines (Figures 1-A
- C) can be controlled with the treatment of dox, while the mtp53 expression in parental and
vector-STGM cell lines remain.

First, the expression of mtp53 in each cell line with or without the treatment of
doxycycline was examined by western blot analysis. In the MDA-231.shp53 clones and
the MDA-468.shp53 clone (Figures 2-2-A, B, and C), harboring the shRNA designed to
knock down mtp53, the levels of mtp53 protein was decreased after the

Figure 2-2 Western blot analysis of the expression of mtp53 in cells with or without the
treatment of dox. Actin is control for A, C, D, F and lamin is control for B and E.

addition of doxycycline. Figures 2-2-D, E, and F show the expression of mtp53 in MDAMB-231 parental, MDA-MB-231 STGM and MDA-MB-468 STGM cells was remained at
the same levels before and after the doxycycline addition.
2.3.2

Cell Swelling Monitored by Epifluorescence Microscopy

Then, we analyzed change in volume of each individual cell via application of hyposmotic
pressure with or without the treatment of doxycycline by fluorescence microscopy. After
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plasma membranes of these cells were stained by a fluorescent dye, wheat germ agglutinin
conjugate, and immersed in deionized water for the hyposomosis, fluorescence
micrographs showed that MDA-231.shp53 (clone1D10, clone2C9) and MDA-468.shp53
cells increase diameters significantly by 35±5%, 37±4% and 38±6%, respectively, after
adding deionized water for 120s (Figures 2-3-A, B and C). When these cells were treated
with doxycycline for the reduction of mtp53, the diameter change of MDA-231.shp53
(clone 1D10, clone 2C9) and MDA-MB-468 cells was significantly reduced as compared
to the non-doxycycline-treated cancer cells to 22±4%, 21±4%, 13±3%, respectively. These

Figure 2-3 Fluorescence micrographs of stained plasma membranes of various breast cancer
cells. Cells were examined in the culture medium and then in deionized water at 120s. A MDA231.shp53 (clone 1D10), B MDA-231.shp53 (clone 2C9), C MDA-468.shp53, D MDA-MB-231
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parental, E MDA-MB-231 STGM, and F MDA-MB-468 STGM breast cancer cells. Scale bar =
60µm.

trends suggest that higher expression of mtp53 on the breast cancer cell lines has
correlation with larger volume changes as the hyposmotic pressure was applied. As a
control, we confirmed that there is no difference in the swelling ratio of MDA-MB-231
parental in the presence of doxycycline after adding water (37±6% with no doxycycline,
37±7% with doxycycline, Figure 2-3-D), consistent with the hypothesis that the cause of
elastic nature is due to the expression of mtp53 rather than the doxycycline treatment.
Both MDA-MB-231 STGM and MDA-MB-468 STGM cells swell in the same expansion
percentage before and after adding doxycycline (Figures 3-E and F), further supporting
that the reduced elasticity of shp53 cell lines is specifically caused by mtp53 knockdown,
not by the presence of mir-30 sequence and STGM vector. Recently, the higher degree of
metastasis can be correlated with the higher mtp53 expression in breast cancer cells (16),
and thus cancer cells that have higher metastatic potential due to expression of mtp53
could have altered mechanoelastic property and be more aggressive due to increased
elasticity.
2.3.3

Impedance Measurements

To confirm this trend of structural transformation with a larger number of cells, we
investigated the impedance variation of mtp53-containing breast cancer cells on the order
of 1,000 cells before and after applying hyposmotic pressure. Previously, ovarian and
kidney cancer cell lines were confirmed to increase impedance values as these cells were
swelled by mixing with water (20) and here we used the same protocol to correlate the
elastic structural characteristic with the degree of mtp53 expression and the metastatic
feature. After interdigitated electrodes were coated with polylysine for cell adhesion, 5 µL
of cell suspension was incubated on top of the electrode and then deionized water was
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added to trigger the swelling via the increase of hyposmotic stress. Impedance changes in
MDA-231.shp53-1D10, MDA-231.shp53-2C9, and MDA-468.shp53 cells were measured
over time at 20 kHz, the same protocol previously optimized for the sensitive detection of
cancer cells (20). The real part of the impedance (Z’) increased rapidly for all of these
cells, indicating that these cells are elastic. However, after addition of doxycycline their
impedance values decreased and the difference became clear after 60 s of swelling time
due to the reduced elasticity (Figures 2-4 -A, B, and C). All control cell lines, MDA-MB231 parental, MDA-MB-231 STGM and MDA-MB-468 STGM, also showed the same
impedance values through the swelling time with and without doxycycline (Figures 2-4-D,
E, and F), meaning that these cells swelled in the same volume expansion % regardless of
the

presence

of

doxycycline.

The

detection

limit

of

breast

cancer

cells

Figure 2-4 Variations of Z' as the function of time resulted from the swelling under
hyposmotic stress. With regard to all the samples, 1000 cancer cells with dox (solid lines) or
without dox (dotted lines) were incubated with electrodes for 30min. A MDA-231.shp53 (clone
1D10), B MDA-231.shp53 (clone 2C9), C MDA-468.shp53, D MDA-MB-231 parental, E MDAMB-231 STGM, and F MDA-MB-468 STGM breast cancer cells.
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with and without mtp53 expression is 2 cells/µL with two times the standard deviation of
blank signal in the swelling time of 120s. Thus, this comparison suggests that breast
cancer cells with different levels of mtp53 could be screened by the impedance variation
induced by the volume change under the hyposmotic pressure in the range of swelling
time between 60 s and 120 s where the impedance difference between mutant breast
cancer cells and the one with mtp53 knock down is significant. It should be noted that the
size of MDA-231.shp53 (clone 1D10) increased with the incubation time and reached the
plateau at 60s of the incubation time (Figure 2-S1), agreeing with the impedance change
profile in Figure 4. From this observation, the cell expansion limit in an average size
change % was determined as 38%. The agreement between the size change and the
impedance profiles indicates that there is no major loss of cancer cells via lysis in the
range of impedance measurement times; because no significant size change is observed
after 60s of incubation time under hyposmotic pressure, the impedance values of cells
should be decreased if many cells are lost by lysis. However, the decrease of impedance
values is not observed as shown in Figure 2-4, supporting that lysis does not interfere with
the impedance measurement. In addition, major loss of cells is not recognized in a series
of fluorescence images under osmosis. The feature for no size change of cells after a few
minutes of the osmosis is consistent with cells returning to iso-osmotic medium, which
was also previously observed in other cells and mutants (23).
In order to further confirm the trend we observed between the expression of mtp53 and
the elasticity of breast cancer cell lines with larger sample sets, impedance changes of
these cells were analyzed by a commercially available impedance analyzer, xCELLigence
impedance analysis system (Roche Inc), containing three sets of 16-well plates for
simultaneous measurements. With the same protocol using a short cell attachment phase
followed by the addition of water, Cell Index (CI) of swelling was measured every 2
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seconds over a period of 10 minutes. The electric swelling assay, using xCELLigence
system was performed in a CO2 incubator, the standard detection compartment of
xCELLigence reducing the impedance fluctuation. Consistently with our initial results a
significant increase of the impedance change was detected in MDA-468.shp53 (clone 2F3)
cells expressing mtp53 as compared to the cells where mtp53 was knocked down (Figure
2-5). This result confirms that mtp53 knockdown in the MDA-468.shp53 cell line partially
restored cellular rigidity with higher statistical confidence.
To further correlate the origin of impedance signal enhancement with mtp53
expression, we performed impedance studies on two additional breast cancer cell lines, the
breast cancer cell line HCC70 expressing mtp53 and the breast cancer cell

Figure 2-5 Average variations of the impedances as the function of time resulted from the
swelling. MDA-468.shp53 cell line (black) and the one treated with doxycycline (gray) were
measured under hyposmotic stress in three sets of 16-well plates simultaneously using xCelligence
system.

line HCC1806 that does not express any p53 protein. We found that HCC70 cells
generated a substantially higher impedance signal during cell swelling as compared to
HCC1806 cells without p53 expression using both detection methods (Figure 2-6).
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Figure 2-6 Average variations of the impedances as the function of time resulted from the
swelling. Mtp53-expressing cell lines (MDA-231.shp53 (dotted black), HCC70 (solid black)) and
no p53-expressing cell line (HCC1806, solid grey) were measured under hyposmotic stress using
xCelligence system.

Because the expression of mtp53 is independent of the effect of the shRNA and STGM
vector for these cells, this result supports that the degree of mtp53 expression is related to
the impedance signal in breast cancer cells and this correlation is valid with and without
the triggering process of shRNA expression.

2.4

Conclusion

In summary, these studies provide new insights into understanding the mtp53 role in the
increased elasticity of cell structure in cancer cells. The cell swelling ratio under
hyposmotic pressure is proportional to the impedance signal enhancement on
interdigitated electrodes. This approach could be applied to detect when breast cancer cells
with high mtp53 expression (MDA-231.shp53 and MDA-468.shp53) and to observe
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reversion to more normal and stiffer isotypes as mtp53 is knocked down by shRNA.
Moreover it revealed that other breast cancer cell lines HCC70 and HCC1806, which
originally have different expression levels of mtp53, could be distinguished by their
impedance signal. This outcome demonstrates that the expression of mtp53 positively
correlates with the deformability of cancer cells, which can potentially be applied for an
inherent cell marker for metastatic competence (24). The described impedance-based
sensor can be used to test effect of mtp53-targeted drugs with respect to the change in
ability of cancer cells to exhibit tumorigenic deformability.

2.5

Supplementary Information

Figure 2-7 Percent variation of the diameter of MDA-231.shp53-1D10
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Chapter 3 Impedimetric Detection of Cancer Cells in Blood:
Problem and Solution
3.1

Impedimetric Detection of Cancer Cells in Blood

3.1.1

Red Blood Cells
Blood is composed of plasma and formed elements, which are made up of the red

blood cells (erythrocytes), white blood cells (leukocytes) and platelets. Red blood cells
(RBCs), playing a paramount role in transporting oxygen and carbon dioxide, have a
unique morphology (Figure 3-1). The biconcave shape, resulting in a larger ratio of
surface area to volume, enables oxygen and carbon dioxide to diffuse rapidly to and from
hemoglobin. When cancer occurs, the abnormal cells, especially the more metastatic ones,
travel through the blood.

Figure 3-1 Left: Micrographs of red blood cells taken by a optical microscope. Upper right:
Schematic illustration of the top view of a red blood cell. Bottom right: Schematic illustration
of the side view of a red blood cell.

Cancer blood tests are extensively used for diagnosis since they are not restricted by
cell origins. It is well known that cancer can be screened from blood with utilizing some
tumor markers, for instance, the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) blood test, one of the
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most widely used. However, the dependency of the tumor markers restrains the application
of this method. Recently, differences in mechanical and electrical properties between
cancer cells and normal cells were identified by monitoring the degree of cell deformation
with impedance change on interdigitated electrodes under hyposmotic stress (higher
deformation leads to higher impedance signal) (20). Consequently, applying this label-free
detection method to blood samples is worth trying. In this chapter, a prostate cancer line
PC3 was chosen for study and the immortalized normal human prostate cell line PNT1a
was used as a control.
3.1.2

Experimental Section

Cell lines (PC3 and PNT1a) were grown in RPMI media, supplemented with 10 % Fetal
Bovine Serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin, at 5% CO2 37°C humidified incubator.
The whole blood was ordered from New York Blood Center, stored in 4°C refrigerator
and used within 2 months. To prepare the red blood cell sample, the blood was first
centrifuging at 1000rpm for 10min at 4°C, followed by aspirating supernatant and adding
wash buffer to the cell pellet. Then the sample was centrifuged at 1000rpm for 10min and
the washing step was repeated twice. Finally, the red blood cells were suspended in PBS
buffer and the number was counted by a hemacytometer. To mimic the blood cancer
sample, a certain amount of PC3 cells were spiked into red blood cells.
To monitor the cell volume change with the fluorescence microscope, cells were seeded
in complete medium on BD poly-D-lysine multiwell plates and cultured for 1h. Wheat
germ agglutinin conjugate (0.5 mg/mL, Invitrogen) was added for 20 min to label plasma
membrane of the cells. Subsequently, the medium was replaced by deionized water to
induce the hyposmotic stress. Cells remained attached to the plate surface during the
swelling experiment. The mean increase and the variability of the diameter was obtained
from measuring 40 cells before and after undergoing the hyposmotic stress. Fluorescence
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micrographs were taken by a Nikon Eclips TE200 inverted epifluorescence microscope.
Increase in volume during swelling was analyzed using ImageJ software.
To measure cell deformability using interdigitated electrodes, 218 polysilicon fingers
(1600µm-long, 3µm-wide and a 3µm-spacing with each other) were fabrication as
described elsewhere (5). The electrodes were incubated with polylysine (0.1mg/mL, polyD-lysine hydrobromide) for 30 min, rinsed with deionized water and dried under nitrogen
gas to ensure adhesion of cells on the transducer surface. Cancer cells were seeded on top
of electrode in a 5 µl volume and incubated for 30 min in a humidified chamber.
Following the incubation, the electrode was rinsed three times with deionized water and
real-time impedimetric measurements by the polysilicon transducer were recorded at 20
kHz, 10mV.
3.1.3

Results and Discussion

To investigate the feasibility of screen the cancer blood sample, a prostate cancer cell
line PC3 was chosen for test. An immortalized normal human prostate cell line PNT1a
was also used as a control. Prior to the test involving RBCs, PC3 and PNT1a were studied.
In our hypothesis, on account of the mechanoelastic property, PC3 cancer cells are
supposed to endure more volume expansion under hyposmotic stress compared to PNT1a
“normal” normal cells, which reflects a higher impedance variation. To verify this
hypothesis, the swelling test was first conducted on both types of cells (Figure 3-2). The
analysis of the fluorescence micrographs with Image J (more than 50 cells were analyzed)
reveals that after exposing 2min in deionized water, PC3 cells increase by 25±5% in
diameter, while PNT1a only grew of 11±3% in diameter. Next, the size enlargement was
monitored by impedance measurements. As shown in Figure 3-3, the real part of the
impedance Z’ at 20kHz raised with time when ten PC3 cancer cells deposited on the
electrodes, while Z’ didn’t show significant increase when the same amount of PNT1a
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coated on the electrodes. Therefore, the difference of PC3 and PNT1a cells was able to be
distinguish from the impedance tests.

Figure 3-2 Fluorescence micrographs of stained plasma membranes of PC3 and PNT1a cells.
Cells were examined in the culture medium and then in deionized water at 120s. Upper left: PC3
cells before the addition of water. Upper right: PC3 cells after 2 min in water. Bottom left: PNT1a
cells before the addition of water. Bottom right: PNT1a cells after 2 min in water. Scale bar:
100µm.
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Figure 3-3 Variations of Z' as the function of time resulted from the swelling under
hyposmotic stress. In each sample, 10 PC3 cells (square) and 10 PNT1a cells (triangle) were
incubated with electrodes for 30min respectively.

To determine whether cancer cells could be differentiated with RBCs by impedance
measurements, one sample of PC3 cancer cells (10) spiked into RBCs (990) and one
sample of the RBCs were analyzed by performing the same experiment. Figure 3-4 shows
the increase of both Z’ values with time under hyposmotic stress. The value of ΔZ’ at t =
120s taken from four trials indicates these two samples still can be differentiated as shown
in Figure 3-5. In this case, the ΔZ’ of RBCs was larger than our expectation. This
phenomenon could be explained by the specific biconcave shape of RBCs, resulting in the
higher elasiticity (25). The large suface area could accommodate larger volume increase,
leading to a higer impedance change. Because in the actual patients’ blood samples only a
couple of cancer cells could be found in one million of RBCs (i.e., 5 order of magnitudes
higher than the epxeriemtnal condition here), which makes the application of impedimetric
detection impossilbe in this situation. Therefore, cancer cells need to be enriched, which
means the majority of RBCs need to be separated from the blood sample before the
impedance measurements.
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Figure 3-4 Variations of Z' as the function of time resulted from the swelling under
hyposmotic stress. In each sample, a mixture of 10 PC3 cells with 990 RBCs (square) and 1000
RBCs (triangle) were incubated with electrodes for 30min respectively.

Figure 3-5 Variation of Z′ at t = 120s with the same number (1000) of cells deposited onto the
electrodes. Left: 10 PC3 cells spiked in 990 RBCs. Right: 1000 RBCs. Error bars are based one 4
trials.
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3.2
3.2.1

Dielectrophoresis for Cell Separation
Dielectrophoresis

A variety of technologies have been developed for cell separation and sorting, including
marker-based separation (fluorescence-activated cell sorting (26), magnetic-activated cell
sorting (27)), density-based separation (gradient centrifugation (28)) and some other labelfree cell separation (dielectrophoresis (29, 30), acoustic (31) and hydrodynamic (32)
methodologies). Among them, dielectrophoresis (DEP) attracts the most attention because
of its considerable advantages. DEP, based upon the intrinsic nature of the particles, relies
on the structural, morphological and chemical distinctions of the particles, leading to the
separation with high selectivity and sensitivity (33). Furthermore, this label-free and
contact-free method is prone to remain the cell viability and low sample consumption (34).
Therefore, DEP is considered for the separation between the RBCs and cancer cells in this
chapter.
DEP refers to a motion of a dielectric particle, which is induced by a force generated
when the particle is exposed in a non-uniform electric filed. To be specific, when a
polarizable particle is placed in an electric field in solution, more electrical charges are
induced on the surface of the particle and build up diploes. In a uniform electric field,
since the Coulomb forces on each half of the dipole are equal in magnitude and opposite in
directions, the net force is zero and the particle will not move (Figure 3-6 (a)). However,
in a non-uniform electric field, the particle experiences different Coulomb forces in each
direction, resulting in a net force exerted on the particle (Figure 3-6 (b)). The direction of
the force depends on the polarizibilities of the particle and the surrounding medium.
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Figure 3-6 Schematic diagram illustrating the response of a polarizable particle to (A)
uniform and (B) non-uniform electric field. (35)

The dielectrophoretic force imposed on a spherical particle in a non-uniform electric
filed is obtained as below: (36)
F = 2πr3εmRe[fCM]∇E2

(1)

where the bold letters indicate a vector quantity, r is the particle radius, εm indicates the
real permittivity of the surrounding medium, E is the complex applied electric filed, Re
represents the real part, fCM refers to the Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor, which can be
written as equation (2): (36)
∗ (!)
! ∗ ! !!!
∗ (!)
!!!!
!

𝑓!" = !∗! !

(2)

where ε*(ω)= ε – iσ/ω indicates the complex permittivity of the particle (εp*) and the
surrounding medium (εm*), σ is the electric conductivity, ω is the angular frequency of the
applied electric field.
Equation (1) implies that the electrophoretic force is influenced by a variety of factors,
including particle size, the magnitude and frequency of the applied electric field, the
permittivities and conductivities of the particle and surrounding medium. Additionally, the
direction of the force depends on fCM. According to equation (2), if the particle is more
polarizable than the surrounding medium, Re[fCM] > 0, then the particle will be pushed
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toward the electric field maxima, which is called positive DEP (p-DEP). In reverse, if the
surrounding medium is more polarizable than the particle, Re[fCM] < 0, thus the particle
will be pushed away from the strong electric field, which is called negative DEP (n-DEP)
(Figure 3-7). Then the particles experiencing pDEP are trapped to the surface of the
electrode and the particles under nDEP force are levitated and carried with the fluid flow
at a proper velocity. Thus the separation of different particles by DEP can be achieved.
Cells of different types and different pathologic states have distinct morphological and
dielectric properties, and it is possible to isolate cancer cells from RBCs by adjusting the
frequency, the medium conditions, and the voltage because fCM and r values in Equation
(1) could be altered between cancer cells and other cells.

Figure 3-7 Schematic diagram illustrating the positive DEP and negative DEP induced by the
spatial non-uniformity of electric field. (34)

The DEP technology has been widely applied to cell separation and sorting. Il Doh and
Young-Ho Cho (29) demonstrated the separation of viable and nonviable yeast cells in the
purity range of 95.9-97.3% with DEP process. Becker, FF et al. (37) removed leukemia
cells from normal blood cells by using an electroaffinity column containing an
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interdigitated microelectrode. Gascoyne, PR et al. (38) isolated human breast cancer cells
(MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468) with RBCs at around 60kHz where the cancer cells
undergo pDEP while RBCs experience nDEP. Ying Huang et al.(39) used DEP to purge
human breast cancer MDA-435 cells from hematopoietic CD34+ stem cells. Peter
Gascoyne and Sangjo Shim (40) separated circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from 10mL
clinical blood specimens in less than 1 h with DEP using a interdigitated electrode.
In this chapter, the DEP system was utilized to isolate prostate cancer PC3 cells from
RBCs, followed by impedance measurements to assess the DEP results. When cells are
exposed in the non-uniform electric field generated by the interdigitated electrodes, due to
the different sizes, morphologies and dielectric properties of the two types of cells, (e.g.
RBC have a biconcave shape with a diameter of 7.5µm and a width of 2µm, while PC3
cells are spheres with a diameter of 15µm) they could be separated by DEP at a certain
frequency in appropriate DEP buffer. The sucrose buffer (8.5% sucrose, 0.3% glucose,
and 0.725% RPMI)， whose conductivity is 0.01S m-1, was chosen as DEP buffer due to
its low conductivity (0.01S m-1). If buffers are in high conductivity, cells will always
experience nDEP regardless of frequency (41), which defeats our purpose for cancer cell
separation against RBCs. A different type of interdigitated electrodes (3µm width and 10
µm spacing) was used for cell separation in consideration of cells’ sizes. Specifically,
based on the calculation, for a electrode with a width of “w” and a spacing between
adjacent fingers of “s”, 95% of electric field distribution on the electrode is not higher than
(s+w) above the surface of the electrode (42). Consequently, the use of the 3×10
electrodes ensures that cancer cells (e.g. a diameter of PC3 cells is around 15µm) are
contained in the electric field so that DEP force can be applied effectively on these cells.
3.2.2

Experimental Section

Red blood cells (RBCs) were collected by centrifuging human blood at 5000rpm for
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10min, followed by rinsing with PBS buffer twice. Then the cell pellet was dissolved in
DEP buffer (8.5% sucrose [wt/vol], 0.3% glucose [wt/vol], and 0.725% [vol/vol] RPMI),
counted with a hemacytometer and diluted to certain concentration by adding DEP buffer.
The prostate cancer cell line PC3 was grown in RPMI 1640 culture medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in a humidified incubator at 37°C and
5% CO2. Cells were harvested by trypsin, washed twice and dissolved in DEP buffer. The
concentration was determined by counting cells with a hemacytometer.
The 3×10 polysilicon electrodes were used for the DEP measurements. Each electrode
was composed of 101 polysilicon fingers with a 1600µm-lengh, a 3µm-width and a 10µmspacing, which were deposits on a 1.5µm layer of SiO2 above the silicon substrate. 5µl
cell suspension was dropped on the surface of 3x10 polycrystalline silicon interdigitated
electrodes, which was connected to the impedance analyzer. The voltage (3V) and
frequency were set by the software “SMaRT”. In order to find out the optimal frequency
for cell separation, different frequencies (10kHz, 50kHz, 100kHz, 500kHz, 1MHz, 5MHz,
10MHz) were applied to both RBC and PC3 samples separately for 9min. At 8min 30s,
while the AC field continued, added 50ul buffer to the electrode, and sucked up the buffer
from the top slowly by a pipet. Then, 100ul ddH2O was added onto the electrode and the
impedance variation due to the swelling was measured at 12.6kHz, at which Rsol=Z’. The
eluted cells were stained with trypan-blue and counted with an optical microscope. The
numbers of cells remaining on the electrodes could be obtained by subtraction.
3.2.3

Results and Discussion

To testify the feasibility of using DEP to separate RBCs and PC3 cancer cells, e.g. at a
certain frequency one type of the cells is undergoing pDEP and the other experience
nDEP, different frequencies were applied to 1000 RBCs or PC3 cancer cells respectively,
then the cells undergoing nDEP were eluted and the others remained on the electrode were
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tested via impedance measurements under hyposmotic pressure at 12.6kHz (Rsol=Z’).
Taking the values of the Z’ variations at 200s for the measurements after DEP at each
frequency and plotting versus frequencies, Figure 3-8 was acquired, and the ΔZ’ of a
sample with 1000 cells without the treatment of DEP were displayed as dotted lines for
comparison. For the PC3 cancer cells without DEP, approximately 8kΩ variation was
observed when hyposmotic stress was applied to 1000 cells on the electrode. When the
measurement was taken after the DEP treatments at various frequencies separately, the
ΔZ’ values varied. The minimum, much smaller than the value of the sample without DEP,
which means nDEP occurred and more cells were pushed away from the strong electric
field, appeared at the frequency of 100kHz, while the maximum, several thousands ohms
higher than the value of the sample without DEP, corresponding to the pDEP, which
pushed the cells towards the strong electric field, was shown at the frequency of 1MHz.
Next, RBCs were also monitored in the same manner. Different from the PC3 curve, ΔZ’
values of RBCs after DEP at each frequency did not exhibit obvious peaks. Nevertheless,
the distinction for various frequencies still could be distinguished. The samples treated
with DEP from 10kHz to 500kHz didn’t shift much on the impedance variation under
hyposmotic pressure when compared with the value of the sample without DEP. But ΔZ’
reduced by three quarters as the DEP frequency increased to 1MHz, indicating the
occurrence of nDEP. Considering the results of the both type of cells, at the frequency of
1MHz, PC3 cells were constrained on the surface of the electrode as a result of pDEP,
whereas RBCs were repelled due to nDEP. Hence, it is highly possible to isolate RBCs
from PC3 cells with the treatment of DEP at 1MHz.
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Figure 3-8 ΔZ’ of under hyposmotic pressure after DEP at various frequencies. Navy solid
line with triangle markers: 1000 RBCs with the treatment of DEP; pink solid line with square
markers: 1000 PC3 cancer cells with the treatment of DEP; blue dotted line (bottom): 1000 RBCs
without the treatment of DEP; red dotted line (top): 1000 PC3 cells without the treatment of DEP.
The error bar was based on the data from five trials.

Figure 3-9 The number of cells left on the electrodes after DEP at various frequencies.
Navy solid line with triangle markers: 1000 RBCs with the treatment of DEP; pink solid line with
square markers: 1000 PC3 cancer cells with the treatment of DEP; blue dotted line (top): 1000
RBCs without the treatment of DEP; red dotted line (bottom): 1000 PC3 cells without the
treatment of DEP. The error bar was based on the data from three trials.
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Figure 3-10 Populations (in %) of each type of cells remained on the electrode after DEP at
1MHz. Sample 1 (left). The mixture of 1000 RBCs with 10 PC3 cells. Sample 2 (right). The
mixture of 1000RBCs with 100 PC3 cells. The error bars are calculated based on five trials.

To confirm the impedance results, the number of cells remained on the surface of the
electrodes were checked with microscope as well. As shown in Figure 3-9, the cell
numbers are almost consistent with the impedance results. The more the cells on the
electrodes, the electric field lines were more disturbed, thus the impedance values are
greater. The above results suggest that PC3 cells undergo pDEP while RBCs experience
nDEP with the treatment of DEP at 1MHz. To examine the capability of isolating PC3
from RBCs, samples of PC3 cells were spiked into 1000 RBCs and processed with DEP at
1MHz. The amounts of cells left on the electrode were counted under microscope. As
shown in Figure 3-10, the majority (~85%) of RBCs were removed from the mixture
samples, however, only 40% - 60% PC3 cells remained on the electrodes. This could
result from the error that comes from the operation manner of this experiment. The DEP
platform is usually integrated with microfluidic channels, where the velocity of the fluid
flow can be precisely regulated. Particles suspended in a fluid are subjecting to
hydrodynamic force (also called drag force), which increases with the speed of fluid.
However, the current results were obtained from the operation in the droplet-based manner
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(add a drop of the sample containing the particles on the DEP platform, and then the
solution is removed from the top of the droplet by a pipet slowly), in which the speed of
the fluid cannot be well managed. If the speed is too high, the hydrodynamic force is
greater than the sum of gravity force and DEP force (pDEP), then the cells can be removed
with the fluid flow, which could be responsible for the loss of PC3 cell in Figure 3-10.

3.3 Conclusion	
  	
  
The results above testified the use of DEP to separate red blood cells with cancer cells
on the interdigitated electrodes. To improve the enrichment rate of cancer cells and
minimize the errors, the microfluidic-based DEP will be conducted in the future. Since the
current design of the interdigitated electrodes restricts the integration with microfluidic
channels, the electrodes were redesigned with larger space surrounded the sensor chip for
packing with the microfluidic channels (Figure 3-11).

Figure 3-11 Schematic diagram illustrating the setup of the DEP system integraed with the
microfluidic channel.
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Chapter 4 Lead Senelide Nanocrystal Growth in Nanocube and
Nanorod on Peptide Nanotubes via Different DirectedAssembly Pathways
Shi M, Su W, Matsui H. (2010) Nanoscale, 2, 2373-2376 (43)
4.1

Introduction
As an important semiconductor with narrow band gap (0.27eV@300K), nanosized

lead selenide is of scientific interest due to its great potential in the applications of
optics,(44-46) IR spectra regime, thermoelectric devices, biological labels, solar cells.(4749) Currently, the synthesis of morphology-controlled or shape-controlled PbSe
nanocrystals requires heating the reaction mixture at a high temperature. While Pb ions
and Se ions have no problem reacting at any temperatures, the low solubility of the PbSe,
Ksp=1.0×10-37, make the synthesis difficult at room temperature and under an ambient
condition the reaction tends to form the shapeless particles. Meanwhile, in nature
biomineralization enables manipulation and crystallization of crystals in complex shapes
in vitro via transport of intermediates, controlled by the topology and the chemical
functionality of biological substrates.(50-54) Biomineralizing organisms such as starfish
and marine sponges have evolved the capability to synthesize inorganic structures in mild
conditions with an outstanding degree of complexity on a nano- and micro-scale.(55, 56)
By mimicking the natural systems, target crystals could be mineralized on the functional
flat substrates where peptides that are responsible to have high affinity to specific
precursor ions and catalyzes the reaction were patterned.(57) This approach enables the
growth of targeted inorganic crystals, however the resulting morphology is difficult to be
controlled on these 2D surfaces. But the shape of substrates plays a significant role to
control the size and the shape of nanocrystals as observed in nature. For example, when
the mineralizing peptides for Au were immobilized on the cylindrical peptide nanotube
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surface and Au was mineralized on this surface, the size of nanocrystals is very sensitive
with pH of the growth solution(58) while the same degree of control was not achieved by
the same peptide monolayer on the flat Au substrates.(57) This comparison indicates that
non-flat substrates have certain advantages in the morphology control of mineralization
and this is not surprising since the natural mineralization template is rarely flat. This
flexibility of morphology in the peptide-assisted mineralization could be due to the ease of
the conformation change of peptide on the cylindrical surfaces.(59)
Here we report the growth of PbSe with Pb-binding peptides patterned on the
cylindrical peptide nanotube surfaces (Figure 4-1). Since the peptide that can bind Pb ions
with high affinity can overcome the low solubility problem by concentrating ions on the
peptide surface, this system is expected to grow PbSe at room temperature.

Figure 4-1 Schematic diagram of PbSe nanoparticles growth on the peptide nanotubes. The
TAR-1 peptide (ISLLHST), immobilized on the template nanotubes, coordinates Pb ion and
form PbSe nanocrystal s after reacting with Se ions on the cylindrical nanotube substrate.

4.2

Experimental Section

4.2.1

Synthesis of Peptide Nanotubes

Bis(N-α-amido-glycylglycine)-1,7-heptane dicarboxylate monomers were synthesized
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and assembled into peptide nanotubes as reported previously.(60, 61) In detail, 0.5g
azelaic acid were mixed with 0.65g 1-hydroxylbenzoltriazole in a round bottom flask,
followed

by

adding

0.92g

1-[3-(dimethylamino)

propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide

hydrochloride in 10mL chloroform and stirred for 1 hour on ice. Next, 1.88g glycineglycine-benzyl ester in 0.67mL triethylamine were injected into the flask and incubate
overnight in the fridge. The solution was then rotoevaporated at 70°C, left on ice for
15min, filtered, washed with 50mL citric acid (50mM) and 50mL sodium bicarbonate
(50mM) and dried to powders. The powders were redissolved into Dimethylformalmide
and mixed with 35mL NaOH (0.1M) at 75-85°C and kept for 4 hours. When the
temperature dropped to room temperature, 5mL HCl (1M) was added into the system and
rotoevaporated, followed by filtering, washing with cold deionized water and acetone 3
times. The dry product was finally dissolved into pH 4 buffer for several weeks'
incubation to generate the peptide nanotubes.
4.2.2

Growth of PbSe Nanocrystals on the Peptide Nanotubes

The solution containing the peptide nanotubes was centrifuged and the nanotubes were
rinsed 3 times with deionized water. These nanotubes were used as substrates for the
immobilization of Pb mineralizing TAR-1 peptide and the subsequent PbSe nanocrystal
growth. For the covalent immobilization of TAR-1 peptide, the rinsed nanotubes were
incubated in the NHS/EDAC solution (NHS (100mM) and EDAC (100mM) in MES
buffer (0.1M, pH 5.6)) for 2 days, and then the nanotubes were mixed with TAR-1
peptides (4mM) for 2 days. After removing unreacted TAR-1 peptides by centrifuging and
rinsing with deionized water, Pb(NO3)2 (0.5mM) was injected and incubated for 4 days
and then again the excess lead ions were removed by centrifuging and rinsing. Then,
Na2SeSO3 (2mM) was mixed with the resulting nanotube solution to complete the PbSe
nanocrystal growth. The incubation time of Na2SeSO3 varied from 1h to 20hs to monitor
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the growth mechanism. Finally, the PbSe nanocrystal-coated nanotubes were centrifuged
and rinsed 3 times with deionized water and stored in the fridge for the following tests.
4.2.3

Characterization of PbSe-coated Peptide Nanotubes

To identify the structure, morphology and crystallization of the growth of PbSe
nanocrystals on the nanotubes, transmission electron microscope (TEM), selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution transmission electron microscope
(HRTEM) were used. All of them were conducted on a Jeol JEM-2100 HRTEM. The
sample were prepared by drop-casting the suspension containing nanotubes on a
formvar/carbon grid and wait for 2 hours for completely dry.
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4.3

Results and Discussion
The template nanotubes used for the PbSe mineralization were self-assembled from

bis(N-α-amido-glycylglycine)-1,7-heptane dicarboxylate monomers. Details for the
monomer synthesis and the method for the cylindrical self-assembly were described
elsewhere.(60, 61) The peptide TAR-1, whose sequence is Ile-Ser-Leu-Leu-His-Ser-Thr,
was found to have high affinity and specificity to Pb ion by coordinating Pb ions with the
peptides via charge interaction.(62, 63) After amine groups of the TAR-1 peptide are
covalently bound with carbonyl groups of the nanotubes via the NHS/EDAC reaction in
MES buffer (0.1M, pH 5.6), Pb ions were incubated with the TAR-1 peptide-conjugated
nanotube and subsequently Se ions were reacted with these Pb ions. This final step of the
Se incubation was done in deionized water to reduce the production of Pb(OH)x,
competing with the PbSe generation. Within the 1 hr incubation of Se precursors, the
majority of coating consisted of small spherical nanoparticles in an average diameter of 8
nm were grown on the TAR-1-conjugated peptide nanotubes (Figure 4-2-a). There also
observed some cubic nanocrystals in larger sizes under this short incubation time.
(c)

(a)
(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4-2 TEM images of (a) TAR-1 peptide-conjugated nanotube after incubating PbSe
precursors for 1hr, scale bar = 50 nm. (b) 12 hrs, scale bar = 40 nm. (c) 20hrs, scale bar =210
nm right: a magnified TEM image, scale bar = 30 nm. (d) electron differaction pattern of the
TAR-1 peptide-conjugated nanotube after incubating PbSe precursors for 20hurs. (e) HRTEM image of PbSe nanocube in (c).

When the precursor incubation was extended to 12 hrs, the number of PbSe nanocubes
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in an average size of 55 nm was increased while the small spherical nanoparticles were
observed in much smaller population at this stage (Figure 4-2-b). After 20 hrs of the
reaction, the spherical nanoparticles were completely transformed to the cube nanocrystals
on the nanotube surface (Figure 4-2-c, left). These results with different incubation time
reveals the growth step of the PbSe nanocubes that spherical nanoparticles are grown first,
and then these nanoparticles were fused into larger cube nanocrystals. The electron
diffraction pattern of the PbSe nanocubes on the nanotubes in Figure 2-d shows (200),
(220), (222), (400), (420), and (422) planes for a face-centered-cubic crystal of PbSe. The
high resolution TEM image of the resulting nanocube (Figure 4-2-e) shows the lattice
fringe of (200) and it has a single crystalline nature, we hypothesize that the subsequent
crystallographic fusion of the high-energy crystal faces induces crystallization of the selfassembled nanoparticles. This hypothesis for the nonclassical crystallization process is
supported by magnified transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of some of PbSe
nanocubes that do not complete the mesoscopic fusion process in Figure 4-2-c (right).
These images resolve that the particle domains in the cubic structure. This type of
mesoscopic transformation has been reported in the growths of various inorganic
systems.(54) In the case of orientated attachment of PbSe nanoparticles, the formation of
one-dimensional PbSe nanowires has been reported with the high temperature synthesis in
organic

solvents,(64)

however

previously

two-dimensional

PbSe

mesoscopic

crystallization has not been achieved at room temperature in aqueous solutions. It should
be noted that in the crystallization there is another growth mechanism that spherical and
cubic nanoparticles are co-developed in different kinetics without fusion of small particle
domains. However, all of our observation points other way; for example, the number of
spherical nanoparticles decreases as the number of nanocubes in time (Figure 4-2 (a) and
(b)), and the resulting nanocubes consist of the spherical particle domain as a resulting of
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fusing (Figure 4-2 (c)). If both shapes of nanoparticles grow in different rates as suggested
by the reviewer, the number of spherical nanoparticles should not be diminished as the
reaction proceeds. Therefore, it is more likely that the mesoscopic transformation takes
place in the crystallization of PbSe nanocubes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-3 TEM images of (a) neat nanotube template without TAR-1 peptides after
incubating PbSe precursors for 20hrs, scale bar = 200 nm. (b) only TAR-1 peptides without
the nanotube substrate after incubating PbSe precursors for 20 hrs, scale bar = 200nm.

In order to confirm the role of the TAR-1 peptide on the nanotube for the growth of
PbSe nanocubes, two control experiments were performed. When the neat nanotubes
without the TAR-1 peptides were incubated with Pb(NO)2 and then with Na2SeSO3
solution, there observed no coating around the nanotube (Figure 4-3-a). In another control
experiment, when the TAR-1 peptides and the precursors were incubated without the
nanotubes, random aggregations of nanoparticles were seen in the TEM image (Figure 43-b). It should be noted that the aggregate in Figure 4-3-b does not have a defined electron
diffraction pattern and therefore they are amorphous. This observation indicates that the
TAR-1 peptides immobilized on the nanotube surface concentrate precursors more
effectively for the nucleation and the peptide-functionalized nanotubes play a crucial role
in the crystallization of PbSe nanocubes; while the TAR-1 peptides concentrate Pb ions on
the nanotube surface for the mineralization, the nanotubes provides adequate platforms for
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the directed self-assembly of nanoparticles and their fusion into PbSe nanocube crystals
rather than random particle aggregations.

(a)

(c)
(b)

Figure 4-4 TEM images of (a) the TAR-1 peptide-conjugated nanotube after incubaring PbS
precursor for 20 hrs when the TAR-1 peptide immobilization on the nanotube took place in
phosphate instead of MES buffers, scale bar = 100 nm. (b) an electron diffraction pattern of
(a). (c) the TAR-1 peptide –conjugated nanotube after incubating PbSe precursors for 1hr
when the TAR-1 peptide was immobilized in phosphate buffers, scale bar = 30 nm.

The conformation of mineralizing peptides on the nanotube substrate plays important
roles to determine the shape and the size of nanocrystals.(59) Buffers are known to
influence the conformation and aggregation states of peptides and proteins,(65) and we
examined this buffer effect by changing to phosphate buffer with the same concentration
and pH as previous condition with MES buffer. Since water is the best solvent to grow
PbSe nanocrystals, we only changed the buffer at the beginning step of the peptide
incubation. When the immobilization step of TAR-1 peptide on the nanotubes was carried
in phosphate (0.1M, pH5.6) and the resulting peptide nanotubes were incubated with the
PbSe precursors, PbSe nanorods were grown on the peptide nanotube surfaces (Figure 44-a). The electron diffraction pattern of the PbSe nanorods on the nanotubes in Figure 4-4b shows (111), (200), (220), (222), (400), (420), and (422) planes for a face-centeredcubic crystal of PbSe. This shape transformation from nanocube to nanorods indicates that
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the peptide conformation is indeed important to determine the crystal shape of PbSe. At
the early stage of PbSe growth in this condition, cubic nanoparticles were seen to undergo
directed assembly in one-dimension to grow nanorods (Figure 4-4-c). The phosphate
buffer was recognized to induce aggregation of proteins,(65) and the conformation of
TAR-1 peptide in phosphate buffer is expected to be significantly different as compare the
one in different buffers under strong peptide-peptide interaction. It is possible that the
directed fusion of nanoparticles for mesoscopic crystallization is influenced by the
conformation of TAR-1 peptides in phosphate buffer. Since previously the
adsorption/desorption properties of small molecules on TiO2 surfaces was observed to
become more sensitive to the crystalline structure in phosphate than MES buffers,(66) in
this case the assembly of PbSe nanoparticles could be more directional along the
crystalline faces to form nanorods on the peptide nanotube. It should be emphasized that
the buffer effect was only examined in the peptide incubation step to understand the
influence of the peptide conformation on the crystal shapes; these buffers were only added
in the peptide immobilization step and they were rinsed out with deionized water before
the precursors were added. Therefore, the possibility of the direct influence of buffers on
the crystal growth is eliminated.

4.4

Conclusion
In conclusion, PbSe nanocubes were successfully grown on the peptide nanotubes at

room temperature, which were conjugated with Pb-binding TAR-1 peptides. The growth
mechanism follows the directed self-assembly of nanoparticles and the nanoparticle fusion
to generate nanocubes. The peptide conformation and the cylindrical peptide nanotube
substrate play important roles for the mesoscopic crystallization of PbSe nanocubes.
Switching the buffer for the peptide immobilization process from MES to phosphate
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induces the nanocrystal shape transformation from nanocube to nanorods, and the
conformation change of TAR-1 peptide on the nanotube via the buffer change seems to be
responsible to aggregate intermediate nanoparticles in different directions for the directed
fusion and mesoscopic crystallization of PbSe in the different shapes.
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Chapter 5 One-dimensional Lithium Iron Phosphate
nanoribbons as the Cathode for Lithium ion Batteries
	
  Introduction

5.1

5.1.1 Lithium Ion Phosphate	
  
Lithium, the metal with the greatest energy-to-weight ratio, was investigated to as a
material for building batteries from the beginning of 20th century. In 1980s, as the
discovery of LiCoO2 cathode and graphite anode by John Goodenough (67) and Akira
Yashino (68) respectively, the first rechargeable lithium ion battery prototype was then
invented in Japan. Sony commercialized the lithium-ion batteries (LIB) in 1990s.
Compared to the batteries such as Ni/Cd, Ni/MH and Lead-acid, LIB possesses the
following advantages. First, the working voltage of Li-ion batteries (~3.6V) is
approximately 3 times of the former ones (1.2-2V). Second, the energy density of Li-ion
batteries, although hasn’t reached the theoretical value, is still over the others and can be
promoted in the future. Third, the formation of a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer
on the surface of electrodes during the first charge-discharge cycle limits the pass of
electrons, which results in the low rate of self-discharge. Last but not least, Li-ion batteries
are safer, more eco-friendly.
The cathode materials of LIB have been attracting great interest during the past decades
since it exerts a significant influence on battery performance, safety and cost. LiCoO2
(LCO) has been extensively used in the production of small batteries for portable
electronics due to its easiness of synthesis, high open-circuit voltage and high ratecapability (69). However, the instability of the LCO structure under high voltage, resulting
from the deviation of the oxygen atoms in the unit cells, brings about safety problems and
restricts the use of LCO in large-size batteries. Thus, many other cathode materials,
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including lithium nickel manganese cobalt (NMC), spinel lithium manganese oxide (LMO)
and olivine lithium iron phosphate (LFP) has been studied and commercialized. Among
them, LFP has been considered as one of the most promising materials on account of its
structural and chemical stability, which contributes to the long cycle life and higher safety.
Meanwhile, since iron is one of the most abundant metallic elements on earth, the cost of
LFP is much less than the others. In addition, LFP batteries are non-hazardous and more
eco-friendly.
Since LFP was first reported by John Goodenough and his coworkers in 1996 (70), it
has been a hotspot in the battery study area. As shown in Figure 5-1, each unit cell of
olivine LFP contains four units of compounds with LiO6 octahedra, FeO6 octahedra and
PO4 tetrahedra. Due to the stable PO4 structure benefitting from the strong P-O covalent
bonds, the release of oxygen was averted at high states of charge (71) and thus the LFP
structure maintains (Figure 5-1), resulting in the high thermal stability and excellent cycle
performance. Viewed along the c-axis (Figure 5-2), the LiO6 octahedra are edge-shared
and generate a zigzag trajectory along the [010] channel for Li-ion transportation, which is
manifested by atomistic modeling and first-principle calculation (72).

Figure 5-1 The olivine structure is stable during Li-ions insertion and extraction. (73)
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Figure 5-2 Structure of LiFePO4 illustrating the curved trajectory of Li-ion transport along
the b-axis (shown as red arrows). The Li ions are shown in green, the FeO6 octahedra are shown
in blue, and the phosphate octahedra are shown in yellow. (74)

Nevertheless, some obstacles confine the large-scale application of LFP to the cathode
material of batteries. On one hand, the one-dimensional channel for Li-ion migration is
much easier to be blocked by impurities and defects, giving rise to the diminution of the
diffusion coefficients, which was measured by various methods, such as cyclic
voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy (75). The actual values (10-16cm2s-1 to 1012

cm2s-1) (76) are much lower than the theoretical one (10-8cm2s-1). On the other hand, the

intrinsic electronic conductivity of LFP (less than 10-9S cm-1) (77) is lower than other
materials’. The low diffusion coefficients and the low electronic conductivity lead to the
poor rate capability, requiring the solutions. To date, many approaches have been
discovered to improve the rate capability. The first one is to reduce the particle size. The
diffusion of lithium ions is faster in a nano-sized particle than a micro-sized one since the
diffusion length is shortened. However, the size reduction also brings a higher surface area,
which brings about a lower packing density (because the mass of material is constant with
higher surface volume) (78). It was suggested the size in the range of 5-400nm would
achieve great performance (79). Another way, which is commonly adopted, is coating the
LFP surface with a conductive layer, such as carbon, copper or conducting polymers, to
enhance the electronic conductivity (80-82). Moreover, doping with cations (Mn2+, Ni2+)
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or anions (F-, Cl-) is in favor of improving the conductivity as well (83).
5.1.2

Capping Agents: Glutathione and Polyvinylpyrrolidone

Gluthathion (GSH) is a tripeptide, consisting of glutamic acid, cysteine and glycine
units (Figure 5-3). These functional groups make it possible to be coupled. The thiol group
in the cysteine unit is crucial in anti-oxidation of tissues. Meanwhile, the thiol group
enables GSH to serve as a capping agent since it has high affinity to metal ions, especially
the iron ion (84). Using GSH as the capping agent, researchers have successfully
synthesized various nanoparticles, such as iron-oxide nanoparticles (85), silver
nanoparticles (86) and zinc sulfide quantum dots (87).

Figure 5-3 Structure of glutathione.

The size and morphology of nanoparticles can be controlled by growing them with
some capping agents. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Figure 5-4) is one of these extensively
used capping agents for the synthesis of nanoparticles (88-90). PVP acts as a stabilizing
agent and prevents the aggregation of particles and maintains a uniform colloidal
dispersion (91). PVP can also cap selective crystalline facets in some cases (e.g. PVP can
strongly bind to the {100} facets of Ag) (92, 93), and thus the size and shape of the
nanoparticles can be controlled with PVP.

Figure 5-4 Structure of polyvinylpyrrolidone
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In this context, a new facile method was designed to synthesize LFP nanocrystals by
applying GSH and PVP. GSH serves as a capping agent as well as a reducer, which
prevents the oxidation of Fe2+. PVP is applied as the carbon source for the external layer
of LFP nanocrystals as well as a stabilizer. Generally small molecules with high percent of
oxygen, like GSH, will be likely to transform into CO2, SO2 after heating at high
temperature. And PVP turning into carbon after heating was reported previously (94).
Urea was also introduced to this system for providing homogeneous basic environment
through the hydrolysis of urea in solution above 80°C, which triggered the reaction
between LiH2PO4 and FeCl2. This method allows the single-crystalline LFP nanoribbon
synthesis under relatively mild condition. Furthermore, the thin nanoribbons expose (010)
facets where Li ions transfer, and it enables the faster diffusion of Li ions and potentially
enhances the rate capability and the battery performance.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental Section
Synthesis of LiFePO4 Nanoribbons.

FeCl24H2O, LiH2PO4, GSH and urea with a molar ratio of 1:1:2:10 were used. At first,
10mM ferrous chloride, 10mM lithium monobasic phosphate, 40mM glutathione and
100mM urea solutions were made by dissolving FeCl24H2O, LiH2PO4, GSH and urea in
deionized water. 1g PVP powders were also dissolved in deionized water. Then,
FeCl24H2O, LiH2PO4, GSH, urea and PVP solutions (total volume: 20mL) were
transferred into a 50mL three-necked flask connected with argon gas to prevent oxidation.
After vigorous magnetic stirring at room temperature for 10 min, the flask was placed in
an oil bath and heated to 90°C in order to generate a homogeneous basic environment.
Then, LiH2PO4 and PVP solution was injected into the flask. (Actually whether PVP is
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injected simultaneously or before or later made no difference) After heating for 18 hours,
the white precipitate LiFePO4 generated. The product was collected by centrifuging at
10000 rpm for 15 min, followed by rinsing with deionized water and ethanol three times
respectively and dried in vacuum. Prior to the assembly of coin cells, LiFePO4 powder
were annealed at 600°C for 2 hours in a tube furnace in argon atmosphere to obtain
carbon-coated LiFePO4 powders.
5.2.2

Characterization

Transmission electron microscope (TEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
and high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) (JEOL JEM-2100,
200kV) was used to identify crystal sizes, morphologies and phases. Elemental analysis
was performed by Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The thickness of the
nanoribbons was determined by atomic force microscope (Asylum MFP-3D). The particle
sizes and morphologies were also characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM).
The X-ray diffraction (XRD, Philips X’Pert, Cu Kα) analysis was conduct as well for
phase identification. XRD data is quantitatively analyzed by the free software “Maud”.
5.2.3

Electrochemical Performance

To prepare the LiFePO4 cathode, first the calcined LiFePO4 powders (70 wt% ) and
conductive carbon black (super P, 20 wt%) were mixed and ground in a mortar for 1h.
Poly(vinylidenefluoride) (PVDF, 10 wt%) binder was dissolve in N-methylpyrrolidone
(NMP) completely under stirring, and then it was mixed with the other two components
and stirred for 30min to produce a slurry. After the mixture was coated on an aluminum
foil current collector (i.e., aluminum foil) by a blade, the coated foil was heated in the
vacuum oven at 80°C for 2h followed by 10 more hours at 100°C. Using the disc cutter,
the coated foil was cut to fit into 17mm diameter discs and then pressed at 10MPa by IR
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pellet press (i.e., The disc is the Al foil coated with LFP). After heating in the vacuum over at
60°C for 2h, these discs were stored in nitrogen and ready for use as the cathode testing by
assembling coin cells. The density of the active material is 2.0 mg/cm2.
Coin cells (CR2032, 20mm) were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox ([O2] < 1ppm,
[H2O] < 1ppm) to avoid the reactions of lithium with oxygen and water and also prevent
the hydrolysis of LiPF6.

Figure 5-5 depicts the structure of the coin cell, which is

composed of the LiFePO4 cathode, lithium metal foil as the anode (15mm), Celgard-2400
polypropylene (PP) film as the membrane separator (19mm) and 1.0M LiPF6 in 1:1
volume ratio of ethylene carbonate (EC) – diethyl carbonate (DEC) as the electrolyte.
After all the components were placed orderly inside the cases, the coin cells were then
sealed by using a crimping machine. The cyclic performance of LiFePO4 batteries was
conducted with a Maccor 4000 automated test system and “Maccor 32” software
(performed at Prof. Vittadello’s lab.).
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Figure 5-5 Schematic illustration depicting the assembly of coin cells.

5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1

Size and Morphology

The crystal size and morphology were investigated by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM). The TEM images in Figure 5-6
reveals the as-prepared sample is composed of flexible nanoribbons with typical widths of
80nm to 500nm and lengths of 2-10µm. And the chemical composition was confirmed by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)(Figure 5-7). It proves that the compound
contained Fe, P, O, C and S. The sulfur signal derives from GSH, and the existence of
carbon results from the remained capping agents on the surface of the crystals. Li was not
observed due to the small atomic weight. The Cu signal in EDX came from the TEM grids.
The thickness of the nanoribbons was also measured by AFM. As shown in the AFM
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images (Figure 5-8), the thickness of the nanoribbons can be determined to be in the range
of 10 to 40nm. Besides, the morphology and size were further confirmed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Many curved nanoribbons with several-micrometer length
and hundreds-nanometer thickness can be obviously observed in Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-6 TEM images of LiFePO4 nanoribbons. Scale bar: 100nm.

Figure 5-7 EDX spectrum of the LFP nanoribbons.
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Figure 5-8 AFM images and the height plots of the LFP nanoribbons.

Figure 5-9 Left: SEM image of the LFP nanoribbons. Right: Enlarged SEM image of the
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LFP nanoribbons.

5.3.2

Structural Analysis

As shown in Figure 5-10, the crystal structure of the LiFePO4 nanoribbons were
demonstrated via powder X-ray diffraction. The diffraction peaks, which is corresponding
to the crystal planes the LFP sample, mainly agree with the standard diffraction data for
orthorhombic LiFePO4 (JCPDS no. 1011090). The peaks are relatively narrow, indicating
the sample is well-crystalline. However, the XRD result reveals the existence of a small
amount of the impurity of Li3PO4. To quantitatively analyze the XRD data, the technique
of Rietveld refinement was used to characterize the sample. The Rietveld method applies a
least squares approach to refine a theoretical line profile until it matches the experimental
profile (95). This analysis can be accomplished by the MAUD (Material Analysis Using
Diffraction) program. After processing the data according to the tutorial of the software
(96), the measured profile well matches with the theoretical patterns (Figure 5-11). The
calculated lattice parameter are a=10.326, b=6.007Å, c=4.688Å, matching the existing
literature report (97). The result also suggests the synthesized LFP sample is composed of
94.22% of LFP and 5.78% of Li3PO4.
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Figure 5-10 XRD patterns of LiFePO4 nanoribbons. The standard patterns of LiFePO4
(1011090) and Li3PO4 (9012500) are listed at the bottom. The triangle markers indicate the
Li3PO4 impurity.

Figure 5-11 The fitting result by applying Rietveld refinement analysis.

The structure of LFP nanoribbons was further examined by high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED). Figure 5-12
(a) shows the HRTEM image of a LFP nanoribbon, in which the lattices indicates the
crystalline structure. In Figure 5-12 (b) of the enlargement of HRTEM, the crystal planes
were further analyzed. The two major plans, (002) with d=2.40Å and (200) with d=5.20Å,
were characterized from the HRTEM image, which is in agreement with the SAED result
(Figure 5-12 (c)). These results imply that the LFP nanoribbons grow along the ac plane
and have the shortest distance in the direction of b-axis (i.e., high exposition of (010)
facets). As mentioned previously, the Li ions migrate along b-axis. Recently, many groups
have been working to grow the crystal along the ac plane for the improvement of the rate
capability. For example, Qingyu Yan et al. synthesized the ultrathin LiMPO4 nanosheets
with exposed (010) facets, reaching a high specific capacity of ~70mAh/g (98). Guihua Yu
et al. produced single-crystalline LFP nanosheets with highly oriented {010} facets,
showing a high capacity and a low rate capacity (99). Chandramohan George’s group
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obtained the platelet shape, which consists of exposed (010) facets, achieving a
remarkable high capacity of ~155mAh/g (100). Thereby, on account of the short Li
diffusion paths along [010] and the large surface area, our LFP nanoribbons have potential
for accelerating the ion diffusion and enhancing the electrochemical performance.

Figure 5-12 (a) HRTEM image of a single crystalline LFP nanoribbon. Scale bar: 5nm (b)
Enlargement of an area of the HRTEM image of a single crystalline LFP nanoribbon. (c)
SAED of a single crystalline LFP nanoribbon.

Even though the highly crystalline LFP nanoribbons can be grown at relatively low
temperature, it is still necessary to calcine these samples before using it as cathodes with
the coin cells since the conductivity of LFP is low. As stated in the experimental section,
since PVP was capped on LFP nanoribbons, it is highly possible that the calcination
generates a layer of carbon (94) on the surface of LFP, which can promote the
conductivity of the sample. As seen in SEM images in Figure 5-13, calcination of the
sample does not change the overall size and the surface of the nanoribbons becomes more
coarse as compared to the smooth surface without calcination. To verify whether the small
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particles on the rough surfaces are carbon domains, TEM was also conducted for the
calcined sample. From the HRTEM image (Figure 5-14(a)), the crystalline structure with
clear lattices was covered by an amorphous layer, which is carbon. The carbon layer on
the nanoribbon was also confirmed by the EDX spectra (Figure 5-14 (b)). Thus, the
calcined sample with layers of carbon could have higher electronic conductivity.

Figure 5-13 SEM images of the LFP sample after calcination.

Figure 5-14 (a) TEM images of the LFP sample after calcination. Inset: HRTEM image
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indicating the carbon layer covered on LFP. (b) EDX spectrum of of the calcined LFP
sample.

5.3.3

The Roles of GSH and PVP

To get a better grasp of the roles of GSH and PVP playing in the synthesis, control
samples were tested. In the absence of both capping agents, the precipitate generated since
the reaction had started for 10min. Irregular amorphous particles (more than 10µm) were
found in TEM (Figure 5-15), indicating that the capping agents could bind to nucleus,
decreasing the speed of precipitation. When the synthesis was conducted in the presence
of PVP but without GSH, the nanoribbons did not form (Figure 5-16 (a)), implying that
the GSH plays a key role in directing the crystal growth along ac plane. For the growth
along ac plane, the (010) facet should be blocked by the capping agent, however we have no evidence
for the proposed growth mechanism as well as any supporting literature discussing about

GSH capping the (010) facet. In another situation, when no PVP but GSH was used, the
nanoribbon structure could be observed from TEM (Figure 5-16 (b)) ， however
aggregations of nanoribbons occurred, implicating that PVP can hinder the nanoribbons
from contacting with each other by binding to the surface of growing nanoparticles. (85,
87)It implicates that GSH can not generate enough electrostatic interaction to surpass the
aggregation energy of the nanoribbons. The introduce of PVP can stabilize the
nanoribbons via not only electrostatic interaction but also steric effect (101, 102). Thus the
aggregation of nanoribbons is inhibited.
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Figure 5-15 TEM images of the sample synthesized without GSH and PVP in different
magnifications.

Figure 5-16 TEM images of the control samples (a) without GSH, (b) without PVP

5.3.4 Growth Mechanism	
  
The time-dependent TEM studies in Figure 5-17 lead to a hypothesis on the growth
mechanism of the LFP nanoribbons. As shown in Figure 5-17, small amorphous
nanoparticles (size: 5-15nm) are first generated within 1h. After about 2 to 3 hours, the
spherical nanoparticles aggregate and form the chain-like structure, which is then oriented
into larger size in the next four to five hours. Finally, they fuse into single crystalline
nanoribbons. The growth of single crystals via amorphous particles has been discovered in
many cases of synthesis, especially valid for biominerals, like CaCO3 (103). Based upon
the Ostwald rule of stages, the least dense and least stable modification possess the lowest
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activation barrier of formation (104). Experimentally, it is also well-established that the
formation of amorphous particles are inevitable in ionic solutions at high supersaturations
(105). Two principal mechanisms have been suggested for the transformation from
amorphous particles to single crystals. In a classical crystallization reaction, amorphous
particles serve as reactors for the following dissolution and recrystallization; while in a
nonclassical crystallization reaction, amorphous particles fuse into single crystals(104). It
is apparently observed from Figure 5-17 that the LFP nanoribbons grow through the
nonclassical path. When adjacent particles start fusion, the high-energy faces can be
eliminated and fused, thus the low-energy faces remain. As for LFP, it is demonstrated that
the (010) face with the calculated surface energy 0.64 J/m2 is one of the lowest faces (only
lower than (201) 0.52 J/m2)(106). Thus it may contribute to the formation of the LFP
nanoribbons with large exposure of (010) facets.
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Figure 5-17 Time-course TEM images of the formation of the LFP nanoribbons. Scale bar:
40nm.

5.3.5

Battery Cycling Test

To study the electrochemical property of the LFP nanoribbons, the calcined LFP
nanoribbons were used as the cathode by assembling them in coin cells. The cells showing
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an open voltage of 2.5V or more were selected to perform the battery cycling test because
the theoretical voltage of LFP battery is 3.45V and the coin cells are not in the function if
the voltage is less than 2.5V. A preliminary result in Figure 5-18 shows the chargedischarge cycle of LFP nanoribbon-packed cells, however the length of discharge time fell
off rapidly as time increased, meaning the structure inside coin cell was changed. It could
happen because the coin cell assembly was not performed properly. For instance, if LFP is
not uniformly coated on the aluminum foil, a portion of LFP is detached from the
aluminum foil in the charge/discharge process to cause the unsymmetrical peak shape. The
unsymmetrical peak shape could be also due to the presence of impurities (107). The
reason needs to be further examined.

Figure 5-18 Plot of charge-discharge cycles of the coin cell using the LFP nanoribbons as the
cathode.

5.4

Conclusion

In summary, LiFePO4 nanoribbons were synthesized by a facile method. The capping
agents, especially GSH, play a key role in controlling the size and morphology of the
structure. The electrochemical performance of LFP nanoribbons needs to be investigated
and improved in future.
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Appendix 1 Determination of Rsol by simulation
To determine Rsol, as shown in the equivalent circuit (Figure 1-5), six parameters (Csol,
Csub, RpSi, RSi, Rsol, Zint) need to be figured out through simulation with the software
“ZView” (7). (RpSi is the resistance of the polysilicon traces and it is Rc in Figure 1-5).
1. Csub and RSi can be obtained by fitting the impedance spectra of the measurements in the
air, where Rsol, Csol and Zint equal to zero and RpSi is negligible compared to RSi. Thus, "RS
C instant fitting" (Figure A1-1) is applied to the vertical part of the Nyquist plot and the
initial values of Csub and Rsi are generated. Next, fill in the values into “equivalent-circuit
fit” and run the fitting to obtain the intermediate values of Csub and RSi. Then, repeat the
above steps for each trial and calculate the average.
2. The data of the measurements for KCl solutions with different concentrations are
opened with ZView respectively. The following simulations are based on the two
assumptions: (1) The stray capacitance is negligible compared to the capacitance of the
solution. (2) At high frequency, Csol and Rsol dominate the impedance of the equivalent
circuit, while at low frequency, Zint does. Therefore, the "Rs (C-Rp) instant fitting" (Figure
A1-2.) is applied on the high frequency part (semicircle) of the Nyquist plot to get the
initial values of Csol and Rsol. The low frequency part (linear tail) is subjected to the “Rs
CPE instant fitting” (Figure A1-3), providing the initial values of Zint (CPE-T, CPE-P).
3. Input the final values of Csub and RSi and the initial values of Csol, Rsol and Zint into the
"equivalent circuit fitting", select all the points and run the fitting (Figure A1-4). The
result of the simulation can be assessed by the χ2 values, which should be at less than
0.0001. Otherwise, select less points and redo the fitting. By this way, finally the value of
Rsol can be obtained.
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Figure A1-1 RsC instant fitting.

Figure A1-2 Rs(C-Rp) instant fitting.
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Figure A1-3 Rs CPE fitting.

Figure A1-4 Equivalent circuit fitting
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